THE LIGHT OF LIFE

MENTIONING THE STRUCTURE OF WATER AT DEEP DEPTHS UNDER THE POLAR ICE AND, I UNDERSTOOD THAT THIS STRUCTURE WAS SIMILAR TO OR THE SAME AS THE STRUCTURE OF WATER THAT HAS BEEN LOVED!!! a la DR. EMOTO’S MESSAGES IN WATER.

THUS, I DREW THE PARALLEL TO THE YOGIs THAT TOTALLY REGENERATE THEMSELVES BY GOING DOWN DEEP INTO THE GROUND AND SPENDING 80 DAYS - THEY COME OUT TOTALLY YOUTHED, WITH NEW TEETH AND EVERYTHING.

THEN, I FIGURED THAT THE INERT GAS LIGHTS SHOULD DO THE SAME THING BECAUSE THEY CREATE A NON-POLAR FIELD - SUPER CONDUCTING FIELD - MEISSNER FIELD, WHICH THEY DO. AS WE KNOW, THE CENTER OF THIS EARTH IS NOT AT ALL LIKE WE’VE BEEN TOLD AND THAT AT LEAST 10% OF IT IS THE SUPER CONDUCTING WHITE POWDER OF GOLD. FURTHER!! STARS WHEN THEY DIE, EMIT READABLE FORMS OF ALL THE PRECIOUS ELEMENTS, WHICH MEANS THAT THOSE ELEMENTS MUST BE PRESENT INSIDE OF THE STARS IN AN UNREADABLE FORM (THE WHITE POWDER IS NOT READABLE, SPECTROGRAPHICALLY) AND CALVES & PIGS BRAINS BY DRY MATTER WEIGHT ARE 5% THE WHITE POWDER OF GOLD.

THEREFORE, FROM THE YOGIC EXPERIENCE, FROM THE FACT THAT RIFE AND EVERY OTHER MAJOR ENERGY HEALING INVENTOR SUCH AS ED SKILLING HAS GRAVITATED TO THE USE OF INERT GAS LIGHTS, FROM THE FINDINGS OF DAVID HUDSON AND THE ASTRO PHYSICISTS (I.E. THE PRECIOUS ELEMENTS COMING FROM A STAR’S NOVA), THEN IT MUST BE THAT THE ROOT ENERGY OF LIFE IS SUPER CONDUCTING NON-POLAR - THAT THAT FORM OF ENERGY CAN BE REPLICATED BY GOING DOWN IN CAVES OR VIA LOVING WATER OR VIA LIVING AT THE BOTTOM OF A GLACIER - THEN WE CAN PROBABLY REPlicate THAT FORM OF ENERGY ABOVE GROUND BY USING INERT GAS LIGHTS.

USING THE WORD ROOT IS SAYING THAT LIFE SPRINGS FROM THESE PARTICULAR ENERGY FORMS I.E. THE NON-POLAR SUPERCONDUCTING 2-D MEISSNER FIELDS. FURTHER PARALLELS ARE AS FOLLOWS:

THE INNER ELECTRON VALANCES OF AN ATOM ARE PROTECTED FROM IONIZATION BY A MEISSNER FIELD – THE SAME KIND OF FIELD THAT SURROUNDS A SUPER CONDUCTOR. SO, GIVEN THE FACT THAT WE DO HAVE SUPER CONDUCTING MATERIAL IN BRAINS, INSIDE OF THE PLANET, AND APPARENTLY IN ALL STARS, THEN ONE MUST ADMIT THAT ALL THINGS THAT WIGGLE, MOVE AND LIVE ARE SUPPORTED BY A NON-POLAR 2-D MEISSNER FIELD, WHICH MUST BE THE ROOT ENERGY OF LIFE.

FURTHER, IT HAS TO BE POSSIBLE TO AUGMENT THE ROOT ENERGY OF LIFE VIA SYMPATHETIC RESONANCE I.E. CLOSE PROXIMITY TO A MEISSNER FIELD AS PROVIDED BY INERT GAS LIGHTS OR A WORKING SUPER CONDUCTOR AS DAVID HUDSON HAS PROVEN WITH THE WHITE POWDER OF GOLD – A LOVING ENERGY FIELD.!!

BLESSINGS,